Let the power of

Big Data

help your students find the programs
and career paths in which they are

Statistically Predicted
to Succeed

• Predictively matched to 60+ career families
• From 5.0 = strong fit to 1.0 = weak fit
• Proven to be highly valid and predictive

Colleges in the US are increasingly being held accountable for ensuring that students pursue programs
from which they can graduate and find meaningful careers that pay a living wage. Predictive analytics
brings to your advisement processes a new, objective dimension that can positively affect student
retention, graduation, and placement rates.
CareerChoiceGPS™ psychometric assessments give your Admissions and Career Placement teams tools
that make it easy to guide students into programs for which they are naturally suited, in careers where
your local industry has workforce opportunities.

What is CareerChoiceGPS™?
Unlike traditional skill or interest assessment products, CareerChoiceGPS™ measures foundational
cognitive structures—the inherent traits—that form the basis for
how individuals interpret and apply their experience, interactions,
and prior learning, thereby highlighting their preferred approach
to developing and adapting in school and in the ever-changing
world of work.
These six hard-wired personality traits have been statistically
validated to actually predict high performance in dozens of job
roles through 35 years of research in more than 3,500 companies
around the world and across industries. Students’ results for each
trait place them on a scale ranging from +144 to ‒144, based on a bell curve representing responses
from 20 million individuals in our database:
• Enterprising Potential—initiative, from proactive to responsive
• Achievement Potential--$$/challenge, people & service, or duty & responsibility
• Independence Potential—from strongly independent to strongly prefers teamwork
• Comfort with Conflict—from very comfortable with conflict to actively avoids it
• People Orientation—from builds relationships quickly to builds relationships slowly
• Analytical Orientation—from learns for the sake of learning to learns only what is needed
CareerChoiceGPS™ also measures more variable characteristics, such as self-confidence, response to
stress, and comfort with networking and self-promotion.
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Great Tool for Busy Counselors and Coaches
v Easy to administer. No need to proctor or provide a physical assessment center. Students can
complete CareerChoiceGPS™ in about 30 minutes on any computer, anywhere, anytime (24/7/365),
using any up-to-date browser. Results may be emailed directly to the student for immediate use.
v Easy to interpret. Counselors receive a copy of the Coach’s Report, which is written in plain English,
with a supporting graphical summary page. Career alignment for each of 60+ career families is
presented as a score ranging from 5.0=strong natural fit to 1.0=poor natural fit. Elegantly simple.
v Designed to promote student self-exploration. The robust CareerChoiceGPS™ results package
discusses strategies for career success, lists specific attributes to seek out or avoid in making career
selections, and provides a general overview of individual strengths. For deeper understanding,
students may choose to:
Ø View short explanatory videos
Ø Download, print, and read an interpretation guide
Ø Download, print, and complete the CareerChoiceGPS™ workbook, “The Road Ahead,” which
navigates students through exercises to help them focus on meaningful long-term career
objectives that align with their interests and in which they are predicted to enjoy success
v Delivers valuable insights for deeper counseling. Professionals who become adept at understanding
the nuances of data from CareerChoiceGPS™ find that it delivers a wealth of actionable information.
These insights can open doors to important conversations with students on a variety of personal and
professional issues. Coaches may even see symptoms of shaky self-confidence or problems with
handling stress that provide opportunities for early intervention.
From an interview in Forbes Magazine with Mark Murphy, author of Hire for Attitude. 2012:

“When new hires failed, 89% of the time it was for attitudinal reasons and
only 11% of the time for a lack of skill.”
Value for Students

v The CareerChoiceGPS™ helps highlight jobs that the college’s target audience may not have
considered, such as aerospace industry opportunities or the high-tech manufacturing market. It
makes individuals aware of more choices, such as those in entrepreneurship; opportunities in sales,
customer service, and hospitality; or options for self-employment, such as franchising.
v Because CareerChoiceGPS™ was created in and for the corporate world, the language it uses to
describe students’ strengths can help translate the value they bring to an employer into terms that
businesses can understand.
v The CareerChoiceGPS™ assessment measures potential for success in the top three skills desired by
employers for hiring entry-level positions, as identified in research by Millennial Branding:
Ø Communication skills—98% (Independence Potential, People Orientation, Comfort with Conflict,
Networking & Self Promotion)
Ø Positive attitude—97% (Self-Confidence, Lifestyle Management)
Ø Teamwork—92% (Independence Potential, People Orientation)
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